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Preface

This document describes the Tamino Reporting feature. Tamino Reporting is based on BIRT, the
Business Intelligence and Reporting Tools, which is an open source, Eclipse-based reporting system
that can generate both HTML and PDF output. The Tamino Reporting feature tightly integrates
BIRT with Tamino, leveraging the power of BIRT so that it can generate reports based on data
taken fromTamino, SoftwareAG's high-performanceXML server for storing,managing, publishing
and exchanging XML documents in their native format.

This document discusses the following topics:

Eclipse and BIRT

Installing Tamino Reporting

Creating a Report that Retrieves Data from Tamino

Running the Report with the Tamino Reporting Runtime Engine

Deploying the Report to an Application Server

Running the Report
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1 Eclipse and BIRT

■ About Eclipse ................................................................................................................................... 2
■ The Business Intelligence and Reporting Tools (BIRT) .............................................................................. 3
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The following topics are discussed in this chapter:

About Eclipse

Eclipse is an open-source multi-language Integrated Development Environment (IDE) whose
home is at http://www.eclipse.org/. Without any add-ons, Eclipse is a development environment
for Java, but its main asset is that it can be augmented with plugins that can turn it into a develop-
ment environment for almost anything, for example BIRT.A good starting point for getting to
know about Eclipse is theWikipedia entry for Eclipse (IDE) (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ec-
lipse_%28computing%29).

Tamino comes with a version of Eclipse that has been enhanced by the addition of Software AG's
base technologies. You should install this version of Eclipse if you intend to use the Tamino Re-
porting feature.

We now define some terms that are frequently used in connection with Eclipse.

Projects and Workspaces

The files that are created when working with Eclipse are contained in projects, which in turn are
bundled inworkspaces. An Eclipseworkspace is a folder at an arbitrary location in your file system,
though Eclipse suggests placing the workspace in a folder imaginatively called workspace under
Documents and Settings/<userid> on the drive where Eclipse was installed. When you create an
Eclipse project, a corresponding folder is created in the current workspace.

The Workbench and Perspectives

When using Eclipse, you work in the Eclipse workbench. A workbench window offers one or more
perspectives. A perspective represents a way Eclipse has been customized for a certain purpose. It
contains views and editors and offers certain commands in the Eclipse workbench menus and
toolbars. The Eclipse default perspective which is included in the Eclipse installation is the Java
perspective, which is designed to allow Java development. A perspective is added to Eclipse by
installing a feature, such as BIRT. Aperspective usually offers an editor (themainwindowdisplayed
roughly in the center of the workbench) that shows the main object to be developed (for example
a Java class) accompanied by a set of views to support development. A typical view for Java de-
velopment might be a class hierarchy or a list of compiler messages.
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The Business Intelligence and Reporting Tools (BIRT)

BIRT, a tool for generating and viewing reports, comprises:

■ an Eclipse-based report designer;
■ a runtime component, i.e. a viewer.

The data uponwhich a report is based is not hardcoded into the report; rather, the report contains
Java objects to supply the data to be aggregated, for example using JDBC to access relational
databases.

The following picture is taken from the BIRT Overview on the Eclipse BIRT Project Page:

For a more thorough introduction to BIRT, see:

■ the BIRT Project Page on the Eclipse web site, including free download;
■ the BIRT/FAQ in the Eclipse Wiki.

Instructions for creating a BIRT report are contained in the BIRT Tutorial on the BIRT Project
Page. There is no tutorial about creating a BIRT report with charts. For an introduction, see the
Flash presentation of BIRT. Also see the Examples on the Eclipse BIRT Project Page. Each rptdesign
file can be downloaded into a report project's folder and be handled just like a self-written report
in Eclipse/BIRT.
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2 Installing the Tamino Reporting Feature

In thewebMethods Installer, check (tick) the tick boxDesigner >Tamino XMLServer >Reporting
x.y, in addition to any other selections that youmay havemade. The installation processwill install
a customized Eclipse package that includes BIRT and the Tamino Reporting feature.
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Note: Although thewebMethods Installer automatically checks (ticks) the boxTamino XML
Server in the above selectionmenu, this procedure does not install the Tamino XML Server.
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3 Creating a Report that Retrieves Data from Tamino

To create a report that retrieves data from Tamino

Perform this procedure in the customized Software AG Eclipse environment.

1 Create a Reporting Project.

From the Eclipse workbench, choose the menu entry File > New > Project....

The "New Project" wizard is started. In the list of wizards (shown below), select Business
Intelligence and Reporting Tools > Report Project.
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ChooseNext.

In the next window, specify the name of the project.

2 Create a Report.

In the Eclipse navigator, select your newly-created project. From the context menu (right
mouse button), chooseNew >Report. In the followingwindow, specify the name of the report.

3 Create a Data Source.

In the Eclipse reporting perspective, go to the Data Explorer view, selectData Sources, then
from the context menu (right menu button) selectNew Data Source.
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In the New Data Source wizard, ensure that the radio button Create from a data source type
in the following list is checked, then select Tamino Database.

Choose Finish.

4 Create a Data Set.

Select the data set. From the context menu, chooseNew Data Set.

In the next window, you can specify the data set's name, source and type:
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In the next window, you can enter a query. The query should not use a serialization specific-
ation in the query prologue, nor should it include updating expressions:
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If the query returns a long list of results, you can use the Preview first nn lines of source data
facility to limit the output.

If a database URL has not yet been specified, the first time you run a query the Eclipse prefer-
ence dialog will prompt you to specify the target database:
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ChooseAdd... to add a newdatabaseURL, in the form http://<server-url>/tamino/<database>:

A pop-up now prompts you to choose select the database that is to be queried:
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5 Put a table into the report and include the data from the data set.

In the next window, specify the element that should become the anchor of the intermediate
result table:
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In the next step, specify the columns that should be included in the table:
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6 You can now check your work by choosing Preview Results. This should show the result of
your query:
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In general, the options provided here correspond to the Tamino Reporting project, but the
option Source Selection allows you to query from another database.

Choose Finish. You should now see the fields that you selected for the internal table, i.e. the
output columns, beneath the data set's entry in the Eclipse Data Explorer view:
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You can now use the data in a report. The easiest way to do this is to open the Eclipse Palette view,
drag a table (2 columns) into the report editing area, then drag the two data fields into the detail
row cells. Save the report, then preview it. It should show the data in the report:
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4 Deploying the Tamino Reporting Runtime Engine

Eclipse and BIRT are necessary parts of the software that creates Tamino reports, and you can use
the integrated preview facility at any time in order to view your report. However, it may be desir-
able to view reports in environments where Eclipse and BIRT are not available. Tamino provides
an enhanced BIRT runtime engine that allows you to do this. The TaminoReporting runtime engine
is aweb application, in otherwords aWAR (web archive) file that is deployed under an application
server, for example Tomcat. Tamino includes a version of the BIRT report engine that is aware of
the additional parameter URL. This software is named TaminoReportEngine.

To run Tamino reports outside of Eclipse, copy the file TaminoReportEngine.war from the folder
$INODIR\$INOVERS\Files into the Software AG Common Tomcat folder webapps. Stop and restart
Tomcat in order to unpack the WAR file and create a new folder named TaminoReportEngine.

Having prepared the runtime environment (application server) by deploying the TaminoReporting
Runtime Engine, you can now run reports on that application server. The next step is to deploy
the report to the prepared application server, as described in the next chapter.
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5 Deploying the Report to an Application Server

Before deploying a report to an application server, the server must be prepared by deploying the
Tamino Reporting Runtime Engine to it. This is described in the previous chapter.

In order to run a Tamino report with the TaminoReportEngine, the report's rptdesign file must be
present in the folder webapps/TaminoReportEngine of the appropriate application server. There are
two ways of doing this:

■ Copy it manually from the appropriate project folder in the Eclipse workspace; alternatively:
■ ChooseDeploy Report from the report's context menu in the Eclipse Package Explorer view:
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This opens the Save As dialog. Browse to Software AG Common Tomcat > webapps > TaminoRe-
portEngine, then save the report file.
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6 Running the Report

To run the report with the TaminoReportEngine

(i.e. typically in an environment that does not have Eclipse)

1 Start a web browser.

2 In the browser's address (URL) field, enter the URL of the Tamino report engine and specify
2 parameters:

1. the name of the report file (rptdesign file);

2. the URL of the Tamino database from which the report should fetch its data.

Note: Additional report parameters may be specified as necessary.

Example:

http://localhost:8080/TaminoReportEngine/run?__report=new_report.rptdesign&__URL=http://pcxyz/tamino/dictdb
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